ONE FORM for
THE VERSATILITY OF LIFE
ONE FORM for RESIDENTIAL BLISS
ONE FORM for insightfully designed PRIVATE AND COMMON SPACES

ONE FORM for INFINITE LIFESTYLE VARIETY
ONE INTELLIGENT LIVING FORM

Elevate your living experience with a top-notch home innovation.
ONE FORM FOR MULTIFACETED DIMENSIONS OF LIFE
ONE PEACEFUL & REFRESHING FORM
Step into the tranquility surrounded by countless shades of greenery and relax to your heart’s content.

ONE COMPLETE LIVING FORM
Eye-catching facilities fulfilling the diverse lifestyles.

Urban Oasis
ONE PEACEFUL & REFRESHING FORM
Step into the tranquility surrounded by countless shades of greenery and relax to your heart's content.

Urban Oasis

Sky Garden
Breathe some fresh air in the landscaped garden and experience Thonglor from a stunning viewpoint.
**Cloud Gym**

A fully equipped gym to work out, catch the sunset, and admire the vibrant scene of Thonglor

**Sky Lagoon**

Dive into the Sky Lagoon, catch some rays or just relax by the pool amidst spectacular views
ONE ICONIC DESIGN FORM
Reflecting the advance of the modern world through ART DECO style of luxury

ONE FORM that blends
MUTLIPLE INTERIOR TEXTURES IN PERFECT HARMONY

Bringing out the best of Thonglor’s identity. Every single texture is aesthetically pleasing to the eye and delighting the soul.
Art Deco Lobby

Escape the crowd, walk through the garden and here you are at the Art Deco lobby to fuel your creative mind, body & soul

Sky Auditorium

Sit back and have an immersive movie experience in this innovative mini theatre
Moon Bar

More than just a blank space, Moon Bar is a perfect spot to unwind with a sip of wine and a breathtaking view.
The Lounge &
The Library

Rec Room
ONE FORM enveloped by TRENDS BARS, CAFES & INTERNATIONAL CUISINES

Indulge your taste buds with the best of Thonglor’s gastronomy

ONE FORM for GLITZ ‘N’ GRAND LIFESTYLE

Luxuriate in the walkability to the centre of “Thonglor” surrounded by cosmopolitan vibes

ONE MINUTE from THE COMMONS
ONE HUNDRED METRES from 72 COURTYARD
ONE HUNDRED STEPS to J AVENUE
ONE MOMENT to SKYTRAIN

ONE FORM for Refined Pleasure

From shopping, dining to nightlife, life will never get boring at Thonglor – Bangkok’s trendiest and hippest hood!
ONE FORM that minimises EVERY COMMUTE TIME

More information about Noble Form Thonglor
nobleurl.com/FORM_THONGLOR
LINE @NobleDev

TRENDY BARS, CAFES & INTERNATIONAL CUISINES

Indulge your taste buds with the best of Thonglor’s gastronomy

ONE FORM enveloped by

ONE FORM for

GLITZ ’N’ GRAND LIFESTYLE

Luxuriate in the walkability to the centre of “Thonglor” surrounded by cosmopolitan vibes

ONE MINUTE from THE COMMONS
ONE HUNDRED METRES from 72 COURTYARD
ONE HUNDRED STEPS to J AVENUE
ONE MOMENT to SKYTRAIN

ONE FORM that minimises EVERY COMMUTE TIME
ONE FORM for EVERYTHING LIFE HAS TO OFFER

ONE UNIQUE & HIGH FORM

More space and breezy atmosphere of high ceilings and full-height windows for uncompromised urban skyline.
ONE FORM for
SOPHISTICATED LIVING BEGINS HERE...
Noble Form Thonglor Condominium Project: Owned and operated by Noble Development Public Company Limited. Address: NOBLE Building, 1035 Ploenchit Rd., Lumpini, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330. Registered capital: THB 1,711 million. Paid-up capital: THB 1,369 million. Co-CEO: Mr. Thongchai Busrapan and Mr. Frank Fung Kuen Leung. Project Location: Land title deed no. 4527 Khlong Tan Nuea, Wattana, Bangkok. Project’s land area: Approximately 2-2-56.7 Rais. The Project is a residential condominium, 46 stories with 546 units. Currently, the project has financial support and obligation. The Project obtained environmental impact assessment, the notice of building construction, modification or demolition under section 39 of the Building Code Act. Construction started in December 2021 and is expected to be completed in September 2024. The registration of the condominium will be proceeded once construction is completed. The purchaser must fully pay any payments under Agreement for Sell and Purchase of Condominium including common property expense, sinking fund and tax stipulated by the project owner or in accordance with the regulation of the Condominium Juristic Person. Remark: Reserve the right to change all information without prior notice, simulated image for commercial only.